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About the Contributors

**Dr. Solomon Akinboye** is an associate professor of international relations in the Department of Political Science, University of Lagos, Nigeria. He has been sub-dean of social sciences at the university. In 2000, he was a Fulbright fellow at the University of Delaware (United States). He is a member of the advisory board of the *OOU Journal of History and Diplomatic Studies* and a member of the editorial board of the *ASUU Journal of Contemporary Issues*. His publications include *Democracy, Good Governance and Corruption in Nigeria* (2005, with Lai Olurode); *A Systematic Approach to International Relations* (2005, with Ferdinand Ottoh); *The Paradox of Gender Inequality in Nigerian Politics* (2004); and numerous articles in refereed journals including *Africa Insight, Review of African Political Affairs, Quarterly Journal of Administration, and Journal of Social Science*.

**Dr. Annette Bairan** is professor of nursing in the graduate degree nursing programs at Kennesaw State University, Georgia, USA. Besides being an educator, she is a researcher, sociologist, gerontologist, community health nurse, and board certified family nurse practitioner. Recently she has co-authored two state-wide reports on HIV/AIDS (2004) and various articles in refereed journals concerning the needs of homeless people (2004), use of condoms among black women (2005), HPV and cervical cancer (2006), Spanish diabetes risk test (2006), heart attacks in women (2006), and disclosure of HIV (in press).

**Dr. Dorothy Brawley** is professor of strategy and entrepreneurship at Kennesaw State University, Georgia, USA. Her background includes studies in French and art as well as business. Her primary teaching responsibilities are in the areas of strategic management and entrepreneurship, new ventures, creativity and innovation, and consulting services. Dr. Brawley also participates as owner/manager/strategic visionary of several businesses in the auto emissions, food service, security consulting, design, artificial reef, and death-care industries. In her spare time, she operates a nonprofit fine art photography gallery and education center.
Dr. Susan Carley is professor of marketing at Kennesaw State University in Kennesaw, Georgia, where she teaches courses in international marketing, marketing research, and consumer behavior. She has taught in Kennesaw State's Study Abroad Program for a number of years and serves as director of Kennesaw's Undergraduate Business Study Tour.

Dr. Bob Desman is currently a member of the graduate faculty of Michael J. Coles College of Business at Kennesaw State University, Georgia, USA. He has held several management positions in industry including vice president (international) for a Japanese communications and electronics company, in which he was a principal, and corporate director of human resources for a Fortune 50 conglomerate. His international experience includes work in Canada, Mexico, Singapore, The Peoples Republic of China, Japan, The Russian Federation, Germany, and Switzerland.

Dr. Kamal Fatehi is professor of international management and coordinator for academic global initiatives in the Management & Entrepreneurship Department, Michael J. Coles College of Business at Kennesaw State University. He was a visiting faculty in the Executive MBA program of Monash University, Melbourne, Australia. He served as a Fulbright senior scholar with Western University in Baku, the Republic of Azerbaijan, and was a Fulbright senior specialist assisting the International Academy of Business in Alma Ata, Kazakhstan.

Dr. Anneliese Goslin is full professor of sport and recreation management in the Department of Biokinetics, Sport, and Leisure Sciences at the University of Pretoria, South Africa. She also holds an MBA and is the director of the Center for Leisure Studies at the University of Pretoria. She has published 43 articles in refereed scholarly journals and is a member of the editorial board of the International Council of Sport Science and Physical Education (ICSSPE).

Dr. Carol Holtz is professor of nursing at Kennesaw State University. She is currently vice chair of the Cobb County Board of Health and is editor of a new textbook published by Jones and Bartlett entitled International Health Issues and Policies. She works with the Hispanic/Latino population in nursing education in Atlanta and also in Oaxaca, Mexico.

Dr. Darlene A. Kluka is professor in the Department of Health, Physical Education, and Sport Science at Kennesaw State University, Georgia, USA. She is the president of the International Association of Physical Education and Sport for Girls and Women (IAPESGW), a board member of the International
Council of Sport Science and Physical Education (ICSSPE), the chair of the editorial board of ICSSPE, the director of the International Academy for Women's Leadership in the Global Center for Social Change at Kennesaw State University, and Professor Extraordinary: Department Biokinetics, Sport and Leisure Sciences, University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa. She has authored numerous refereed articles in scholarly journals as well as textbooks on motor learning and leadership development.

Dr. Gary B. Roberts is professor of management and entrepreneurship in the Michael J. Coles College of Business at Kennesaw State University. Dr. Roberts has served as a consultant for numerous organizations, including IBM, AT&T, Siemens Allis, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM), Department of the Army, First Railroad and Banking Company, IBM of Canada, IT&T, Firestone, Crown Cork and Seal, The University of Tennessee, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the Georgia Community Bankers Association. Dr. Roberts is director of information for the Corporate Governance Center in the Michael J. Coles College of Business at Kennesaw State.

Dr. R. Keith Tudor is professor and chair of the Department of Marketing & Professional Sales at Kennesaw State University. He is also the executive director of the Atlantic Marketing Association. Dr. Tudor has published over 55 journal and conference papers. He was recently named the Outstanding Marketing Educator of the Year by the Association of Collegiate Marketing Educators.

Stella Sixing Xu is an MBA candidate at the Michael J. Coles College of Business, Kennesaw State University, Georgia, USA. She received a BBA from KSU in 2005. She has been actively involved in promoting international education and cultural awareness on campus and in the community at large. She was the first student ever appointed to serve on the Coles College Business Advisory Board. In addition, she serves as a board member of the Atlanta Ministry of International Students, on the Board of Directors of the Alumni Association at Georgia Perimeter College, and on the Student Advisory Council for the National Conference of College Women Student Leaders. She was named a Sam Walton Free Enterprise Fellow in 2006.